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scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.



Turas Collection 

Expedition. Excursion. Voyage. All define a passage from 
one place to another. Inspired by the deeply-rooted Irish 
word for journey, Turas is a collection inspired by different 
cultures exploring their own world of travel and movement.



Many cultures communicate by means of a 
visual language. Messages occur by making 
use of many common symbols through artwork 
to not only tell their stories but preserve their 
culture. Alchera and Alluvion are interpretations 
of a traditional icon for a river drawn with flowing, 
curvaceous lines.

SYMBOL



W86001:  Alluvion with silk

Shown left (left to right): 
Alluvion with silk and Alchera with silk



W85345:  Alchera with silk

Shown right (left to right): 
Alchera with silk and  Arroyo with silk



For generations, the indigenous people of 
the Arctic have used natural materials to create 
vehicles to assist in their difficult journeys. 
Awani and Crevasse  exemplify the impressions 
and tracks made through the frozen terrain.

GLACIAL



W85337:  Awani



W86417:  Crevasse



Walking on ancient pathways can lead one 
to an exploration into a different world—its 
culture, its meaning, its magic. Beautifully 
designed terraces are evidence of early 
agricultural innovation. The distinctive linear 
landscape and balanced harmony is worthy 
of replication in the pattern Arroyo.

TERRACE



W86286:  Arroyo with silk

Shown left (left to right): 
Awani and Arroyo with silk



Inspired by arterial roads, intersections and 
pure momentum, Caravan and Jornada are 
the epitome of journey. The parallel and intersecting 
lines tell a story of “from here to there.”

PATHWAY



W86142:  Caravan with silk



W86464:  Jornada with silk and worsted wool



Many primitive civilizations around the world 
still travel by foot. From treacherous rocky 
terrain to effortless grasslands, Viaje and 
Waters mimic the lyrical, swirling patterns of 
landscape found throughout these native lands. 

SAVANNAH



W86173:  Viaje II with silk

Shown right (clockwise from bottom): 
Viaje II with silk, Alluvion with silk and  Waters 2 (S-2.5) with silk



W85921:  Waters 2 (S-2.5) with silk



Deflecting currents and providing protection, 
jetties serve as a natural or man-made barrier 
between land and sea. Moved by the interaction 
of these elements along coastal waters, Zona 
and Mesa were developed to evoke a sense 
of environmental serenity.

JETTY



W86282:  Zona with silk C&L

Shown right (left to right):
Zona with silk C&L and Mesa with silk



A B C

A. W85337:  Awani
B. W85345:  Alchera with silk 
C. W85921:  Waters 2 (S-2.5) with silk
D. W86001:  Alluvion with silk
E. W86142:  Caravan with silk
F. W86173:  Viaje II with silk
G. W86241:  Mesa with silk
H. W86282:  Zona with silk C&L
I. W86286:  Arroyo with silk
J. W86417:  Crevasse
K. W86464:  Jornada with silk and WW 
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Shown left (clockwise from bottom): 
Caravan with silk, Alchera with silk and Awani

Our Turas Collection is crafted using silk and wool, 
some of  the world’s longest wearing and most luxurious 
fibers. Each of  the patterns shown can be customized in 
any color, allowing you to create a Scott Group Studio 
carpet that is truly original.



Scott Group Studio is a family of  local and global 
custom, luxury rug and carpet brands with a single 
purpose: to provide unsurpassed quality and service. 
Our handcrafting heritage traces back to 1969, and 
our quality craftsmanship serves residential, corporate, 
aviation, and marine interiors markets. All 
Scott Group Studio brands—Scott Group Custom 
Carpets, Hokanson, PWV—share a devotion to 
worthy materials, humble artistry, and a caring touch.
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